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Doing cooking seminars all the time, I always get a kick out of the an-
swers I get when you ask everyone what the temperature is in their re-
frigerator.  It is always the same answer, one or two people have an idea 
and the rest have no clue.  Some of my favorites are A, B, or C setting.  
How about this one, cold, colder, coldest and of course the all-time favor-
ite the small narrow plastic line setting to the wide plastic line. Many just 
turn the dial and when the food freezes, they turn the dial back a little.  
Let’s see, in this time of great science achievement there must be a bet-
ter way.  How about an old fashion refrigerator thermometer! Now those 
are great and very inexpensive. Your temperature should be 41ᵒF or 
lower.  Problem solved? NOT JUST YET.  First, everyone has to be 
trained in refrigerator door etiquette. You heard me- door etiquette. Eve-
ryone in my family likes to shop in the fridge. Open the door and shop 
around looking for something to eat or rummage around for something 
that was moved or covered.  Let’s see-- for every second the door is 
open, the refrigerator loses 1 degree of temperature.  It can take over a 
half hour to regain temperature to 41 if it is 41.  Starting to get the idea? 
Time and temperature is a key factor in food borne illnesses. It is very 
important that we store at the proper temperature. Buy a thermometer 
tomorrow, they are very inexpensive.  Just remember that the Center for 
Disease Control states 50 % of all intestinal flus were really a food borne 
illness.  Get that thermometer!  

 


